Mechanism analysis of controlled quantum dynamics in the coordinate representation.
There are increasing numbers of successful numerical simulations as well as laboratory tests of controlled quantum phenomena. However, little is understood about the control mechanisms, especially in strongly driven systems. In this paper, mechanism is defined in terms of the significant quantum pathways induced by the control field, connecting the initial state to the final target state. The present work focuses on understanding mechanism in the coordinate representation, which is natural for many dynamical systems. The quantum amplitudes defining the mechanistic pathways are determined by a special procedure called coding Hamiltonians to access mechanistic pathways (CHAMP). Numerical procedures are presented for performing CHAMP calculations in a stable fashion. Mechanism determination is illustrated for excitation of a model linear triatomic molecule. Mechanisms are revealed for optimal control fields as well as for suboptimally driven systems including snapshots in time of the evolving mechanism and the effect of field noise on the mechanism. The high order multiphoton processes involved in the example produce many interfering pathways to create the final state, yet the dynamics and the mechanism are robust to reasonable levels of noise.